Abstract-Idea mining is a new and interesting field in the areas of information retrieval research. The thoughts of people are helpful to improve strategic decision making. This paper demonstrates the efficient computational methods of idea characterization based concept by extracting the interesting hidden data from unstructured texts which come in many forms and sizes. It may be stored in patents, publications, reports, documents, Internet etc. We briefly discussed a number of successful text mining tools and text classification to extract the idea with a combination of idea mining measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Idea mining (IM) is a young and interesting field in the intersection of the related areas of information retrieval research. It is introduced as an automatic process of mining new and innovative ideas from unstructured text by using text mining tools [1] - [3] . Every day, people produce and create ideas that can contribute in developing new products, services, formation and enactment of new policies [4] . Extracting relevant information to form as an idea from large collections opens up new source of information for executives and decision makers [5] - [8] . It will help them to conserve their resources and avoid mistakes [9] and became a common research subject due to its contribution among domains, computational application and many challenging research problems [10] .
Nowadays, many companies have invested in Text Mining (TM) technology to discover hidden data from unstructured text. Extracting hidden idea from texts is very important for decision making since the increasing of time to process information that might cause the loss of productivity [11] .
Because of the huge size of data in the form of unstructured text, it is impossible to summarize the information manually. The ideas, which can be extracted from textual information [1] , [3] , that can be in many forms such as publications [2] or internet blogs [12] - [14] and from patents [15] , are helpful for the public and for decision maker when making certain decisions. Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in mining ideas. Baumgartner [16] observed that lots of ideas generation over short period of time and [17] proposed an algorithm that reduces lot of effort required for searching ideas and rating idea quality.
Consequently, efficient methods are required for mining and extracting ideas from Web documents and corpuses. The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of techniques, models and algorithms to characterize ideas from unstructured texts based on idea measurement methods.
II. IDEA MINING
The process of data mining, also called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is based on extracting the concept of words hidden within text or document. The process of idea mining from texts relying on the generated patterns, models, directions or other rules for interesting and useful unstructured text. Generally, The process can be seen as a natural extension of text mining for deriving high quality information from unstructured text, which also shows the great influence from text extraction. Unstructured texts come in many shapes and sizes. It may be stored in the form of publications, reports, documents, web pages etc. [18] .
A. Idea definition
An idea is the thought of human, can be expressed in different ways as such, opinion, plan, image, prospection, prediction and evaluation about a specific subject [14] . Kruse et al. [19] represented the idea as an images formed in human mind hidden in large amounts of data. Therefore, [2] identified the images as the base for technological breakthrough. This definition is close to [3] , [5] , [7] and others who defined idea, derived from technique philosophy [20] , as a combination of several technical words appearing together in a textual pattern, where words describing a means and a corresponding purpose.
Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in extracting useful ideas to solve technological problems. According to [7] , different domains will have of different properties for idea. Prior studies identified the idea properties for different domain such as in medical domain [2] , social domain [13] and technological domain [7] , [12] , [14] , [17] . Although, methods and techniques in collecting the data and analyzing results are vary, thus it becomes clear that idea mining can be applied in any domain and using any data collection method.
B. Idea mining and text mining
Text mining (TM) refers to the process of identifying useful information from unstructured text [21] . TM uses techniques from information retrieval, information extraction as well as natural language processing (NLP) and combines them with the algorithms and methods of data mining, machine learning and statistics. Moreover, text mining techniques can assist researchers to do the analytical process, such as feature selection, text classification, summarization, clustering, topic identification, and information mapping as discussed in [22] .
The preprocessing phase is important in order to identify relevant words within a provided text. Standard methods from text mining can be used in text processing and term filtering. Literature revealed that different domains represent different ideas [13] . Extraction of ideas from text [2] is in contrast to extracting relevant ideas from internet [23] which probably use different preprocessing functions. Several processing might be involved in the phase of preprocessing which are:
1) Text preparation::
• The raw text, which contains some errors, mistakes, misspellings and slangs [24] , is cleaned by deleting images, scripting code, specific characters, and punctuation from the text [25] . Spell correction is used to correct any generated text by the user which is commonly occurred. Bora in [26] developed an algorithm to replace a word in error text with any token repeating more than twice with two words. For example the word swwweeeetttt heeellllpppp is replaced with 8 words help, heelp, hellp, helpp, heellp, and so on.
• Word tokenization is a required process for splitting up the sentences into tokens, typically words, by removing all punctuation marks, white spaces, commas and other symbols. The set of tokenized words are called a dictionary of document collection (bag-of-words representation) and will be used for further processing.
2) Text filtering:
• In term filtering, several methods are used to filter information by eliminating words with low or little informative meaning. A standard filtering method is the stop word filtering, which identifies words that frequently occur in all documents in a collection, such as an articles (a, an, the), preposition (for, in, at) and conjunctions (but, or, and, so). Thus, words that appear very rare are likely to be removed from the dictionary. In some studies, the use of a domain specific stop word list revealed more improvement in retrieval performance in [1] , [2] , [12] , [17] compared to the use of a standard stop word list in [5] , [15] , [18] . However, it is important to know the position of stop words in the texts for creating text patterns which will be explained in section III.
• Part-of-speech tagging applied in [15] to identify the syntactic category of the words by distinguishes between relevant tags in contrast to non-informative tags. Eliminating irrelevant tag is done by passing the relevant for further processing and discards the words that appear only once or twice.
• The research in [15] , [27] adopted the well-known stemming algorithm, originally proposed by [28] , to reduce derived words to their root word. In addition, [12] use stemmed words to build the queries because searching with a stemmed word leads to query results that contain several different words. In contrast to [2] , synonyms and homonyms cannot be identified using the stemming algorithm because the text pattern might contain several co-occurring words that will be eliminated by the stemmer. Whereas synonyms and homonyms were concerned and identified in [14] .
• Lemmatization method can be used to map verbs to the actual tense and nouns to the singular form. However, when it is used in [23] , it is found to be error prone and time consuming.
III. IDEA MINING PROCESS
There are many idea processing models as concluded by [2] . They conceptualize ways to characterize, extract, create and evaluate new ideas. There are some approaches dealt with the creation of new ideas by considering the problem and create some new ideas related to this problem, utilizing a text mining methods, then evaluate the created ideas for their usefulness [29] . Idea process models may vary in their details. In [2] , [23] , the process consists of three necessary steps as below:
• Preparation of collected document: In the first step, the idea mining approach focused on the provided textual information by the user that contained description of the problem.
• Extraction of text patterns (ideas) from a new text and collection document: In the second step, the user has to provide further textual information which may contain an idea that probably can solve the problem. Therefore, with an automatic process, text patterns appeared in a very large number of overlapped texts should be extracted. Text patterns are then compared to the problem description by using a specific idea mining measure. With this measure, text patterns can be classified as an idea.
• Evaluation of text patterns: In the third step, all extracted text patterns are evaluated for their usability and usefulness. Figure 2 shows a generic framework of idea mining approach depicted from [6] , [23] . The framework aims to identify new text provided by the user and text collection.
We have to create text pattern where all terms from the new text (known) should not occur in text pattern from the collection documents. Furthermore, there will be no idea if all terms in text pattern from the new text are (unknown) because there is no relation to the collection documents. Known terms means, words appear in both new text and collection documents. Unknown terms means, words appear just in the new text. The number of known and unknown terms should be well balanced [ 18] .
Authors in [12] 
A. Create Text pattern
Text patterns are used to extract more sentences from the same text. Extracted patterns are ranked based on their occurrence frequency. There are some algorithms for generating interesting patterns. Only the patterns with high scores are selected for next iteration of text analysis. Part-ofSpeech can be used to reduce the sparseness of the created text pattern [30] . Additionally, [21] described some features for measuring the quality of the extracted textual patterns which are comprehensibility and novelty to humans and usefulness for an application.
An idea is defined as a textual pattern where words describing a mean and a corresponding end co-occur i n the text. Means and ends are seen as textual patterns that consist of several technical words occurring together [23] . In idea mining, a user has to provide a text where the issue is discussed, and provide a description in form of text which may contain ideas.
Text patterns are built in this research based on the length l and the term weights of the stop words and non-stop words.
In Figure 3 , we show an example for how text pattern can be created based on equation ( 1). The computed words in text patterns are built around each appearance of each term in the new text and in collection document which occurs in the left and right around non-stop words. However, text patterns should not be too large so that further words occur in the text patterns that are not related to idea. The optimal size of the text pattern scoured the best result in [2] by setting the value of text pattern length l to 7 terms, the percentage of the stop words to 50% and non-stop words to 100%.
[2].
B. Term vector creation
After tokenization of the full text of each retrieved document text similarity measure is used to compare the words from each sentence to the words from the collection. For this reason, term vectors in vector space model have to be built and the matching algorithm can be adopted.
Vector Space Model (VSM) is a standard method for a formal representation of unstructured texts. This method uses the preprocessing methods described above. The term vector Cosine similarity measure is used in [14] for calculating similarity degree. It measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors in the VSM representation which is fast, and does not depend on the length of text. The cosine similarity measures between two documents in the VSM representation is given by: in vector space model are created from the provided text and the collection of all documents. Weighted frequencies revealed significant impact of a word on the collection of all documents [31] . The literatures indicated that weighted frequencies improved the performance and have proven its usability in practice [2] , [4] , [5] , [12] , [14] , [32] , [33] .
Each document is represented by its vector. The vector is used to represent a word (or a group of words) of the document. In [2] , term vector is created for each text
In [1] , [5] , [36] , Jaccards coefficient applied as the measure to consider the different lengths of term vectors in retrieving the relevant sentences and discard the others by reducing the lengths of the document. The result of using those different measures can get nearly the same result for computing the precision and the recall.
pattern from the new text (provided by the user) as well as from documents. The size of the vector is defined by the total number of words of the full document collection. The document or text encoding is based on a simple Boolean by D. Idea mining measurement using binary term vectors to set words occur in document to one, and to zero if the word does not occur. The well-known terms weighting scheme proposed by [34] can be used to calculate the weight w d,t for term t and for a document d from document collection by equation (2) .
The recent techniques that are being used for measuring in text mining are concept-based which involve natural language processing and statistical analysis [37] . Many researches have utilized text mining measures which have been popularly adopted for computing the similarity between two documents briefly presented in this paper in section III.
The new idea mining measure is proposed by [2] to compare the similarity between vectors from the new text to their most similar vectors from the text collections. In where n is the number of the document collections and d fd is the number of these documents that contain term t. Furthermore, m is the number of distinguished terms in the document collections. Formula (2) uses log(n/df d ) as the inverse document frequency and df d,t as term frequency. The processing to determine the length of the text used in [2] is similar to that used in [23] . The text length depends on the parameter l and on a term weighting scheme that is based on the difference between stop words and non-stop words.
C. Text mining measurement
There is a large number of similarity measures used in text mining. Measuring the similarity between documents is fundamental to document analysis, especially in information retrieval [21] , [35] . A frequently used distance measure is the Euclidian distance and it's used in [2] , [23] , which is not time consuming and suited for implementation of an idea mining application. The term vector from the new text are compared to their most similar term vectors from the text collections using the idea mining measure proposed in more recent studies for mining ideas [7] , [13] , [23] , two step classification is done, by comparing term vector from new text to all vectors from text collections using Euclidean distance measure or any other similarity measure, and then comparing each vector from the new text to its most similar vectors using the proposed idea mining measure.
The proposed idea mining measure [2] takes into account the following parameters: m 1 as a measure for the balance of known and unknown words distribution, m 2 as the number of frequently of known words occur in new text over the number of all known terms in collection documents, m 3 as measure for frequently of unknown terms occur in the new text, m 4 a set of characteristic terms (e.g. quicker, better, higher etc.) which indicate the changing means and purposes [23] . The occurrence of these terms sets to one, while the non-occurrence of these terms sets the measure to zero.
Furthermore, the parameter â is used as threshold for the classification decision and with the percentage z frequent words are distinguished from non-frequent words. Other parameters used for calculating the idea mining measure are, the length of the text patterns l, weighting scheme for calculating the percentage of the stop words and percentage of the non-stop words.
Thus, for idea mining classification, all parameters (length, stop words, non-stop words, m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , â , and z) are important for the performance of the idea mining classifier. Weighting factors are used for each sub measure to calculate the idea mining measure. Equation (6) shows the combination of four parameters for idea mining calculation.
To identify a new idea, an alpha-cut method is used to determine the value xˆ of the idea mining measure. Alpha-cut value xˆ is determined and set to 60% of the total calculation of idea mining measure M [2] .
In term of accuracy, all optimized parameters impacted the performance of the idea mining approach. Further, a better performance obtained by using idea mining approach with a comparison to the results of a related approach processed without idea mining as improved in [2] , [7] , [23] .
IV. IDEA MINING APPLICATION
Unlike the TM approach, where the scope is to analyze the target discourse to derive feature trends, IM is more to dis-cover ideas which is innovative by nature. [2] implemented an application that enables an automated identification of ideas based on the approach presented in section III.
Idea Mining application allows to extract and discover unstructured information sources to identify useful ideas for supporting strategic decision makers. Idea mining application is used for idea identification in several areas: product development, signal detection, technological, social and medical areas [1] , [5] - [7] , [17] , [18] , [23] , [26] .
V. IDEA EVALUATION
Intuitively, the successfulness of the information retrieval is accomplished when all relevant documents are retrieved through the given query that meets the human satisfaction. Human satisfaction is judged by the relevance of retrieved documents. Therefore, it is important that the created search queries are well narrated, in order to retrieve relevant documents. Thus, created search queries with should be done manually by human experts to ensure a higher quality than a search engine [23] .
In the evaluation process, scientific literature suggests that human intervention is required to understand the concept of the text composition. Although extraction of ideas by a human expert is very time consuming and costly, expert also identifies new and useful ideas manually with high accuracy without using idea mining approach. Therefore, results are used as a ground truth for the evaluation by comparing the approach without applying idea mining approach as in [2] , [7] , [23] where results were testified.
The two most frequent and basic measures for information retrieval effectiveness are precision and recall [38] . Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant item retrieved (feature) to the total number of item retrieved (feature). Precision = tp (7) tp + fp While, recall is defined as the number of relevant item (feature) retrieved to the total number of relevant item (feature) in database.
Recall = tp (8) tp + fn Thorleuchter in [2] computed the precision and recall to evaluate idea mining results based on true positives, false positives and false negatives. While in [17] , they provided an online learning algorithm to evaluate whether the idea is potential or not based on relevance measurement and interest measurement.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study presents an overview about idea mining which has gained increasing attention in recent years. The continuous expansion of textual data has led to the need for mining methodologies and techniques to analyze hidden data in unstructured text. Idea mining is an open research area where some ambiguity in characterize the idea is still not finalized. Consequently, several studies have adopted text mining techniques and applied an automatic idea mining approaches to extract the idea. In general, therefore, it seems that the improvement of text pattern creation effectively enable the extraction of idea with a combination of idea mining measure.
